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(A.6.12)   The endomorphism u is a nilpotent element of the ring End(E) //
and only if all its eigenvalues are zero.
If u is nilpotent, it follows from (A.6.11) that all the eigenvalues of u are
zero. Conversely, if all the Af are zero, the formula (A.6.10.1) shows, by
induction on &, that uk(E) c K.bk+1 4* K6fc+2 H	+ K£n if k < n, and finally
that if(E) = {0}, that is to say, un = 0.
7. MINORS OF A DETERMINANT
(A.7.1) Let E be a vector space of dimension n over K, and let (
be a basis of E. For each subset I of the index set A = (1, 2,..., n}, let E(I)
be the subspace of E generated by the bt with i e I. Then E is the direct sum
of E(I) and E(A - I). If I = {/19 /2,..., zr}, where /x < i'2 < • • • < /r, let jt
be the bijection of Kr onto E(I) such that j\(ek) = bik (I ^k ^ r), where
(ek)i ^k^r is the canonical basis of K1" (A.4.4). Also let/», be the linear mapping
of E onto Kr such that p$tk) = ek for 1 < k < r, and p^bj) = 0 if j $ I. The
kernel of/?i is therefore E(A - I), and the restriction of pl to E(I) is a bijection
of E(I) onto Kr.
(A.7.2) Let u be an endomorphism of E and let M(u) = (o^) be its matrix
with respect to the basis (bt) (A.6.8). If I, J are two subsets of the index set A,
having the same number of elements r, consider the endomorphism
Wjl = pj o u o j{ of K1*. Its matrix with respect to the canonical basis (ek) of
Kr consists of those o^ for which /el and ye J. The determinant of this
matrix (that is to say, det(i/j()) is called the r x r minor of det(w), corresponding
to the basis (b^ ^ ,-^ of E and the subsets I, J of the index set A.
(A.7.3) An endomorphism u of E Is of rank r if and only if all the s x s
minors (where s> r) in det(w) relative to (bt) are zero and at least one of the
r x r minors is nonzero.
Let p be the rank of u. With the notation of (A.7.2.), we have
WjI(Kr) = j7J(^(E(l))),hence(A.4.18)rank(wJI) = dim^IC)) < dim(w(E(I))) <
dim w(E) = rank(w) = p. If r > p, we therefore have det(wjr) = 0, by (A.4.19)
and (A.6.7). On the other hand, there exists a subset I0 of A, containing p
elements, such that E(10) is supplementary to ker(w), and a subset J0 of A
containing p elements, such that E(A - J0) is supplementary to w(E) (A.4.5).

